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EDITING MOODS 4

INTRODUCTICN

This project, funded by the Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity

(NORDA) in July 1987, allowed Canpass Systems, Inc. (CSI) to begin editing the

data in the Master Oceanographic Observation Data Set (MOODS). The present

version of MOODS, MOODS4, was produced by the third update of MOODS that CSI

ccmpleted at Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), Monterey, CA in

Sectember 1985. The MCODS4 tapes contain 4.6 million reports including the

National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) physical oceanographic profile data

holdings, all of the real time subsurface reports that have been received at

FNECC and other profile data obtained frcm a variety of sources, including re-

search institutions and foreign navies. The reports in MOODS had been passed

through a primitive set of quality tests that had set flags but had not re-

,moved observations. All previous efforts to create and update MOODS were

directed toward aggregating the data frcn multiple sources with knowledge that

scme but not all of the data in some of the newer sets duplicated reports al-

ready included. This project started the process of removing these redundant

data and took advantage of the improvements made in processing real time data.

After the MCCDS4 tapes were ccmpleted at FNCC the Naval Oceanographic Of-

fice (NAVOCEANO) assured responsibility for maintaining MOODS. The results of

this editing contract will not appear in the MODS file until NAVOCEANO produces

a MOODS3 set.

Beginning in June 1985 CSI was funded by the U.S. Tropical Ocean Global At-

mosohere (TGA) project office of NOAA (1) to access the real time data and to
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produce monthly quality controlled extracts of these data. The TOGA project

resulted in the installation of the Zenith Z-100 based microcomputer system

labelled the Quality Improvement Profile System (QUIPS) that has been used at

FNOC since April 1986 to edit both unclassified and classified reports. Start-

ing in January 1986 CSI began editing the unclassified reports extracted from

the FNOC message files to remove non-exact duplicates, correct call signs and

recombine temperature and salinity profiles. This mini MOODS update procedure

split the FNOC MCCDS S10 file archive tape into files of classified and un-

classified MOODS data and created a monthly update to the master MOODS taoes at

FNOC. The level of non-real time quality control (QC) increased throughout

1986, as the National Ocean Service (NOS) and the FNOC-resident NODC emoloyee

assumed responsibility for producing weekly sets of edited subsurface reports in

September, ending CSI's funding for maintaining the TOA-related monthly MODS

files. In October 1986 NAVCVCEANO and FNOC chose not to continue using the

CSI-developed procedures for maintaining the MOODS update stack tapes in the

FNOC operational center or to utilize the edited version of the unclassified

data for operational extracts (2).

The minutes of the MOODS workshop held at NORDA 17-18 October 1985 (3) con-

tain a list of recommendations including the creation of an edited version of

MOODS, which was estimated would cost between $100,000 and $150,000. This

$75,000 project was aimed at producing edited subsets of the MOCDS4 data that

would: 1) correct known conversion errors and remove redundant data in the

hydrocast source sets; 2) calibrate bathythermograph reports so that they could
--- be combined with other data in statistical tests; and 3) make an initial edit

pass of the message data, applying the GA-developed correction techniques.

2
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The description of these three edit tasks fran the CSI proposal (4) follows:

Task 1. Reolace NODC Hydrocast Records.

1. Obtain and convert the entire NODC Universal Station II (USD2) file.

2. Extract, resort into platform order and rerun the speed test on the

following MOODS source codes to identify redundant data sets: 17, 18,

19, 21, 22, 26, 27 and 30. (See extract of TABLE 1 from the MOODS

Functional Description (5) included before References.)

3. Create sorted soeed record files during the conversion and check the

above sets for any additional redundancies.

4. Eliminate from MOODS the old source code 4 and 15 sets and any others

that are redundant, including recycling the appropriate backup and

source tapes in the MOODS archive.

Task 2. Calibrate NODC Northern Hemisphere Mchanical Bathvthermrograoh Data.

1. Extract the source code 3 mechanical bathythermograph (MIBT) data from

MOODS4 and then extract data in the northern hemisphere cruises in the

NODC processed MBT reference number range that have reference tempera-

tures but not temperature correction (TCS) values.

2. Resort these data by reference number, instrument code and consecutive

number. Calculate a TCS for each instrument and plot the data by in-

strument for review.

3. Review the calculated TCS values greater than .50C using the listing and

plots and prepare a correction file.

4. Apply the corrections and submit the combined set of northern and pre-

viously calculated southern hemisphere corrections to NODC.
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Task 3. Message Data Edit.

1. Extract message data from the NUODS4 tapes into a separate file and

divide the extracted data into 3 subsets: surface only reports,

hydrocast component reports and temperature only reports.

2. Test data failing temperature range tests and attempt to correct,

assuming they were converted from Centigrade rather than Fahrenheit,

using both the surface and 120M temperature climatologies. Attempt

to correct reports with excessive depths by using 120M temperatures

and by assuming that the depths are in feet rather than 10's of feet.

Check for increasing depths and set a profile flag for reports failing

the IGOSS soike test (6).

3. Resort the data into cruise order and revise the ship call signs using

the new updates to the FNCC ship code file.

4. Using software developed for TOGA conbine the hydrocast component

reports into a single MOODS record, removing nonexact duplicates in

the process.

5. Using TCGA software, eliminate nonexact duplicates which are at the

same time and position but have different numbers of levels.

6. Merge the subsets and reset the speed flags using the improved list of

collective call signs.

DISCUSSION

The tasks selected were those which CSI believed would provide the greatest

benefit for the available funds and were tied directly to NORDA's immediate

needs. Task 1 reprocessed and eliminated duplicates within the hydrocast source

4
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files, which orovide all of the .matched temperature and salinity values for the

calculation of scund velocity proFiles and a few directly measured sound veloci-

ties. Task 3 combined the real time temperature and salinity profiles so that

they would also be accessible for sound velocity calculations. Tasks 2 and 3

eliminated or flagged reports that create major biases in statistics calculated

from the MODS data by calibrating the MBT reports and performing a whole series

of correction, flagging and duplicate elimination operations on the real time

data. Each of the task elements is discussed below in sequence.

Task 1.

NCDC, having undergone a number of ccirputer hardware cha ngeovers, has final-

ly arrived at a stable configuration on the UNIVAC comuter at Asheville. While

CSI had obtained and incorporated the latest updates from NCDC for each of the

3 update cycles, the data tapes had been in different formats from different

NODC ccmuter systems. There was evidence that some North Pacific data had been

lost and there were zero salinity values in the file that were not marked as

missing values. Additionally, NODC had made a significant effort to remove

duplicate cruises and correct data in this file. Rather than duplicate their

editing effort, CSI arranged with NODC to obtain a new copy of the entire file

at no cost to the Navy. The MODS conversion routine was modified to insure

that all converted salinity values were within a reasonable range, and the re-

sults of the conversion and A.CDS error flag settings suxrrarize-d by N~CC cruise

number were sent back to NODC.

The forward processing direction dictated by the past MXODS updates produced

a set of edit flags in each source set. The conversion and processing sequences

were intended to flag duplicate reports of lesser quality; however, there had

5
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never been time to oroduce a listing that showed the number of interfile dup-

licates flagged in each source, and within each source the number of flags

of each type set within each cruise. This second element of Task 1 modified

the existing codes in the speed test sequence to sumnarize the flags set. The

last element in the task was to eliminate and recycle the old hydrocast source

tapes in the .MCODS archive at FNOC, thereby releasing approximately 140 tapes.

Task 2.

The second task corrected a long-standing problem with the the NODC MBT

file. When NODC digitized MT observations they did not calculate and apply

instrment corrections; ccnsequen-ly, even though the reference terroerature may

have been offset from the profile surface temperature by a significant constant

terrerature difference, the profile temperatures were never adjusted. This was

a carmon oroblen with the -OT's and was caused by the bending of the arm holding

the stylus in the instrument at any time after the calibration grid was made.

NODC considered the MBT data to be only a relative measurement, but in practice

most researchers who use mBT data treat t-hem as if they were calibrated. When

CSI used MBT data to produce monthly temperature atlases for the northern hemi-

sphere the offsets were handled by comuting average difference means (7), i.e.,

creating an average profile by adding the average difference between standard

levels to the surface mean value. Thile this produced usable inouts to a labor-

intensive edit process, it is not reccamended for purely statistical analyses

since it still relies on the validity of the surface mean k cwn to contain

biased values. In the Southern Hemisphere Atlas project CSI atteir<ted to use

the MBT data without calibration and discovered it was L-=cssible because the

samole was so small that the biases were cbvious. CSI subseqauently calculated
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corrections for all MtBT cruise sets in the southern hemisphere and applied

these corrections to the >MBT data in MOODS. The NODC MBT file is now part of

their UBT set. When NODC converted their >131r file to U-TT format, the essential

inst ment code needed to seoarate the reports by instrument was discarded,

so that NO C could no longer correct the >MBT reports. As CSI had already cn-

pleted the corrections for the southern hemisphere, the software to carry out

this task was available and tested cn the FNOC c-camuters. This was a labor-

intensive, one-tire coeration, but it had to be done if the >MBT reports were to

continue to be inclhded in the samples on which variability statistics are

calculated. Since the MB's represent over a third of the unique observations

in MOCDS and reoresent the older data, CSI believed A=T data were Lmortant.

To ccmolete this task the >BT source file was extracted frcm the MOCDS4

file and divided into two parts. The reports in the cruise number ranges not

assigned to the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) were separated from

the other reoorts and passed through the correction sequence if the cruise had

reference tarrteratures and had observations without previous temperature cor-

rections. These cruises were reviewed for consistency and trends by looking at

the surface temperature, the calculated difference from the reference tem-

oerature and the Bauer-Robinson climatology values at the surface and 120

meters. Peoorts that showed offsets indicating the slide was not properly

registered in the instrumeant mount were adjusted with special corrections or

deleted. T he corrections were applied to the MOODS file. A special correction

2 file was then prepared, providing the cruise nu-nber, observation number, time,

position and TCS correction, so NODC could correct its UBT file.

7
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Task 3.

The real time data had never been edited and were pieced together frcm rany

undoc'riernted taces found in the FNOC tape locker. Most of the early reports

were at one time on cards that scmetimes got out of order as they were handled,

resulting in garbled reports. Based on CSI's study of these data, many were

unique reports not in the processed NODC files, making it potentially a very

valuable file. However, its enormous size--over one million retorts--and its

coor cuality made it the mcst difficult to handle. Aditicnally, the edit flag

-ests which were develoced priTarily for cruise order processing thne data

were coorly suited to this data set. Secifically the MOODS default 30 . not

soeed test was acplied to reports made by aircraft and to reports made on dif-

er=-nt olatforms but identified by a collective platform code. The intrafile

nonexact d.pli cate flag test does not distinguish between a hydrccast and BT

terruerature profile and looks only at the number of levels rather than the

mati-num depth, so nonexact duplicate flags were set on reports that were Lunique.

Nonexact dupliCate reports are those that occur at the same time and location

but have different profile data.

To edit the real time file, it was divided into three segments: one contain-

ing surface only reports, which are usually made by aircraft; the second ccn-

tamning hydrocast ccronent reports and the third containing only temmerature

Orofile measurements. The hydrocast reports normally are divided into two

senarate retorts at FNCC: one containing temperatures and the second containing

salinities. Both parameters are originally reported at the same depth levels,

but the n=n ezr of levels may be truncated in either ccitronent and intermediate

levels are lost when the data are ccnverted to MOODS if they can be reco-mcuted



using linear interpolation. Using codes developed for processing these data for

TOGA, the ccrronents were recombined into a single report containing both tem-

perature and salinity with the missing data values included if the levels re-

ported did not match. All of the real time profiles were then edited using

codes that were develcced for TOGA.

CIMONOLOGY

The original project schedule was specified so that the results from this

contract effort would feed into the installation of MOCOS on the NAVOCENO can-

outer during the sumr.er of 1987. The project, however, had two links to the

TOGA grant effort: CSI's staff was working on both projects simultaneously and

the olanned use of the TGA-developed editing techniques on the historical %OWDS

real time data source set in Task 3. After the initial start on the edit tasks,

which included extracting the NOT and radio message source sets fron MOODS4 and

making sure that the MASTER program could read and convert test tapes of USD2

tapes produced by NODC on the Asheville coaputers, most of CSI's efforts were

devoted to the TOGA programs. Between July and September the !C=A effort con-

sun-ed all of CSI's resources as the weekly near-real time message edit sequence

replaced the monthly TOGA processing and the access through NODDS replaced the

monthly mini MCCDS update cycle. CSI developed the mini IOODS update cycle and

ran it monthly from February through September 1987, maintaining an updated

version of the MOODS classified data tape and an unclassified MOODS stack tape

in the FNOC operational center. After the first runs of the mini I-ODS update

in February 1987 resulted in a recall of the downgraded data, the downgrading

feature was inhibited, but the mini IIODS update cycle still served to separate

9
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the classified and unclassified data, set :v-ODS QC flags and maintain current

MOCDS tapes in the FNCC center. When the CAG near-real time edit cycle began

functioning in September, unclassified data had to be extracted weekly rather

than Tonth]v. FNOC, having decided not to use the near real-time edited data

operaticnally, also elected not to continue the mini .CCtDS update procedure, so

the c-cerational MCCDS tapes have reverted to the -CCDS4 set.

By Deceber the NCDDS (QUIPS) process was running sroothly, and time was

available to extract the different source sets from MODS to see how much re-

dundancv there was in the different hydrocast and XBT data sets. Table 1 sum-

marizes the results and shows that none of the source sets were cmopletely re-

dundant. In December CSI was also able to run scale TCS plots using the program

develpoed to correct the BT reports for our Southern Henisphere Atlas. After

working with these listings for several weeks, it became clear that excessive

time was required to look up values to determine if reference t-mperatures were

bad and that a better job could be done in less time .f the Bauer-Robinson

Numerical Atlas values were shown on the listing. Consequently, the edit cor-

rection efforts were suspended until the program could be modified.

In February 1987 Mr. Bauer visited NAVOCEANO and saw that their implementa-

tion schedule was slipping. Also, on that trip CSI's TOGA efforts were given

an increased priority when the decision was made to update the QUIPS capacity at

the National Meteorological Center (C!C) to use the microVAX workstation for

real time QC of all marine data with a watch staff that had to be hired in FY

1987. This addition to the TOGA grant effort consumed the major portion of Mr.

Bauer's time throughout the remainder of the project and resulted in the request

for extension of the contract performance pericd to 1 November 1987.

10
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The final shioment of the last 10 taces containing the NODC USD2 file was

received in mid February and the full set of 19 tapes was converted to %MDS

during March and early April. For the conversion of the USD2 file, the NMDLZO

program a: FNOC was odified to check for zero salinity and to change the vari-

able header to include wa-er color and transoar encv (M.CCDLGO update 40). MOODS4

quality tests were run on the set, and the NIEO order tape for source code 4

was delivered to NORDA on 24 Amril 1987. This tape contained 686,752 recorts.

The conversion run listing showing decode errors and zero salinity locations

was given to NCDC on 4 Ju-ne 1987. Additionally, the final tape was resorted

into cruise order and the speed set printout -was -&-dified in MCCOLGO to show

how many MCCDS4 flags were set in each cruise. NCDC has used this listing to

ex-tract "-e cruises with decode and duolicate errors and is now woring to

review other craises with high error flag counts.

Additional runs were made to determine if any of the MOCDS4 source sets

could b eliminated based on the contents of the USD2 update. The results

showed that none could be, but NCDC requested and was give-n copies of the Japan-

ese hydrocast tape. CSI also provided copies of the extracted reports from the

ONC CALA XBT digitization, which have now been converted to UEBT format by NCDC

and are being screened for inclusion in the NCOC UBT file.

Cn I May 1987 CSI shioped NCRDA -he unclassified rressage data edited as part

of the TOGA project for 1985 and 1986. These tapes, which were also sent to

NCDC, are the "best" global versions of the FNOC unclassified mssage data, al-

though theNCDC 'TA reort file is better for the Pacific TOGA area. The 1985

data combined reocrts extracted fran %MDS4 and the data extracted from the

DS S'9 archive classified tape without any downgrading. In comparison

12
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with the 1986 tape, the 1985 data set is only partially edited. Same non exact

duplicates were reroved, salinities were fixed and the call signs were passed

though the garble table. The 1986 tape shows the results of increasing levels

of non-real time editing. The data before Septenber were only edited on the

monthly schedule with no graphic interactions. Starting in September 1987,

call signs and profiles have been edited with the aid of time series plots,

geographic plots and the near-real time QUIPS station. These efforts are de-

scribed in CSI's TCGA report (8).

After the delivery of these two tapes, CSI began editing the historical pre-

1983 data. The major portion of the effort was devoted to modification of the

call sign using the concept of the garble table. Hundreds of runs were made to

identify safe call sign translations for inclusion in the garble table. The

MOODS4 message edit processing section of this report provides a detailed docu-

mentation of this major effort.

In July 1987 the complete set of MBT plots and listings was created with the

additional Bauer-Robinson Numerical Atlas differences at 0 and 120 meters. The

hand editing of these data was done entirely by Mrs. Margaret Robinson, who had

headed the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Bathythermograph Processing Sec-

tion while the instrument was in active use. The details of this process are

doctuented in the MBT Correction Process section of this report.

The two real time update tapes, the pre-1985 unclassified data and the

MOODS4 classified data, were shipped to NORDA by FNOC on 20 October 1987. The

final MBT update was shipped to NORDA by CSI on 29 October 1987.

A The following sections on the MBT correction process and the real time edit

process contain detailed descriptions of how the corrections were acconplished,

13



and are included primarily as an aid if these efforts are ever continued in the

future. The casual reader may wish to skip these sections.

.ruS' CORECTICN PRCCESSIG

The TCS correction aplied to the MBT data is a statistic correction based

on the assumtion that the reference tefferature is absolute and the profile

measured by the MiT is relative. The correction is computed separately for

each instrt=ent used on a cruise and on occasion may be cmouted for subsets of

those observations when a shift in calibration is observed. The procedure is

si-mle but necessary if the temzerature measur-nent made with an MBT is to be

averaged with =3T's or hydrocast data or is to be used in determining a distri-

bution of tem.eratures for an area.

The processing saquence is outlined in Table 2. To calculate the ICS cor-

rection all MT3 reorts with instrz-,ent codes, sources 3 and 9, were extracted

from the MCCDS4 tapes--a total of 1,039,030 observations. This file was then

divided by program MBTSPLT into two files. The first contained 347,667 reports

that were from -Australia, had no instrument codes, or were in the NCDC cruise

number block 10,000 to 16,000, which had been processed at SIO and had already

had TCS corrections applied. The second file had 691,363 reports, which were

then sorted into cruise, instrzument and time order. Program M ITDiVD split this

second file into a file of 131,516 correctable reoorts and a file of 559,847

reports that had already been corrected or were uncorrectable. The correctable

reoorts were listed and plotted with a modified version of the CFKTCS program

originally created to edit southern hemisphere data before a numerical atlas

was available.

14
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TABLE 2

TCS SEQUENCE

JOB JOB NPUT UTPUT
STEP PROGRAM FILE FILE FUNCTION

1. MOODEXT MCODS4 69152 Extract sources 3 and 9

2. MBTSPLT 69152 69720 First separation of .BT reports
MBTNOCOR with blank Lnst Code, 10,000-

16,000 cruise numbers and Aus-
tralian MBT's

3. MBTSCRT 69270 MBT(69723) Sort by Inst, NODC cruise and
69724 time

4. CHKTCS MBT TSCARDn Canpute and plot TCS correc-
tions

5. CCNSECSRT MBT MBTCON Sort by Inst, NODC cruise,
NODC consecutive number

6. MODFTCS MBTCCN MBITCSCOR Apply TCS corrections

7. CCNSRT MBTCSCOR MBTSRT Sort by NODC cruise and con-
secutive number

8. MBIDEL MPSRT 2MINBW Delete reoorts

9. GECSRTQUAL MBI'NEW MBTGEOSRT MGEO sort
SRIMOD

10. QUAL MBTGECSRT MBTNEGEO MOXDS MEO flag set
MOOOLDO

11. MBTMGE TNGEO 32487 MGEO merge
SR2d1CCD 69720

69724

12. DUPSTOT 32487 18151 Eliminate dups and reset MEO
MOCUDO MOODS flags

13. TTALOT 18151 Check final taoe

Note: All jobs on LIB file ULMTPG M,ID=.RB
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The modification added a comparison of the MIBr temperatures and the Bauer-

Robinson Nunerical Atlas at the surface and 120 meters. Aditionally, the

program was changed to plot all reports rather than just those where the car-

pute d TCS value exceeded .5°C. 'The addition of the atlas values greatly speeded.

the subjective evaluation and provided additional clues to identify cut-cf-

oosition reoorts and cases where the MMT glass slide was L'mrccerly registered

in the instr~nent or when it had been photographed.

The subjective edit process took approximately six man weeks soread over a

period of three months. It resulted in a file of TCS corrections that could be

applied to all recorts made by the instr'nant in the cruise, a file of special

corrections, a file of deletes and a list of cruises that NDOC needs to check

for positions.

To apply the corrections, the correctable file had to be resorted by NCDC

cruise number, instrunnt number and consecutive number. The 96,863 correc-

tions were applied by program MCDFI CS and then the file was resorted into

cruise number, consecutive number order to make the 387 deletes.

The edited file of 131,129 reports was resequenced and passed through the

standard %rGEO sequence edit flag setting procedure using the ',MDIO procedure.

This procedure eliminated 7 exact duplicates, found 19 interfile duplicates,

set 1112 land flags (mainly over the Great Lakes) and 588 SST flags (with a

large number being in cruises male cut of Norfolk, where the positions were

suspected in the TICS listing.) The correct file was merged with the two

uncorrected or uncorrectable report files generated by the SIBTSPLT and MBDIVD

programs to produce a new !,lEO order file. Because of evidence that there were

some exact duplicates in the original MCODS4 file caused by the incomplete sort

16
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specificacion used in early MOCDS updates, the entire file was subjected to a

resetting of the MGEO MOODS flags using procedure Yi3ODIO. This process elim-

inated an additional 27 recorts and identified 4,743 non exact duplicates prob-

ably introduced by the Australian M3T updates. There were 1,038,609 reports on

the MOODS update tape and 2,866 have land flags set (again, prinarily in the

Great Lakes, which are blocked out of the land sea table) and 5,584 SST flags.

There were only 4 reports with maximum depth errors. The list and tape of

corrections and deletes was sent to NCDC so they could update their UBT file.

MCCOS4 , AEDIT PROCESSIYG

The edit process for the MOCOS source 2 was divided into a sequence of jobs,

each ccioosed o! a series of procedures and program steps. Standardized prog-

ram, procedlue and inter-r-ediate data file naming conventions were established

to provide well-defined interfaces between steps and jobs and to facilite re-

starts when they were necessary. Each developed entity was tested using several

data subsets. Each job was described as a job set as each was applied to the

several subsets of the data defined during the project.

Job set 1 consisted of a series of one-tLme individual jobs calling proced-

ares, MOODIO and SRMO00, which were developed under previous efforts as generic

MOODS extract and sort/merge interfaces to form the major seven unclassified

process subsets---he 1985 subset, the 1986 subset, the five arbitrary, approxi-

mately equal divisions of pre-1985 data--and the eighth, classified MOCDS4 sub-

set. Division into subsets allowed processing entirely on disk. k comlete

1985 subset was formed by combining the MOODS4 1985 subset with the 1985 sub-

set of the TCGA-funded aonthly mini MOODS update set. A complete 1996 suoset

17
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was extracted when the cumulative weekly QUIPS corrected MOOCDS set from the TOGA

grant funded MCODS-to-NCDDS system was partitioned to start 1987.

Job set 2 consisted of the series of steos summarized in Table 3 using the

procedure names developed during this effort.

1) SEL. Partitioned each subset into a salinity subset and a tempr-

ature subset.

2) SSL. Processed each salinity subset to:

a) Correct surface salinity cens position of ppt based on valid

salinity reference frcm MCODS variable header or from the Bauer-

Robinson Numerical Atlas climatological value;

B) Correct subsurface tens transition. (Conversion from FNOC 4D

format had dubbed the value 3 into the tens position for every

level, since the format excluded tens position; and

C) Reidentify missing levels appropriately.

3) SVV. Processed each result of 2) to remove reference salinity from

the variable header.

4) iTL. Processed each temperature subset to reidentify missing levels.

5) SZZ. Processed each combined result of 3) and 4) to delete reports

with entirely missing levels,

6) SM4. Processed each result of 5) to remove missing levels.

- Job set 3 is a modified version of the NCDDS/QUIPS NJOB3 module. Table 4

provides a sunmary of the sequential job set 3 process steps. Job set 3 ap-

plied the ship code garble cross reference table to each cruise (CRUZ) sequenced

subset using program RECLAS to correct ship codes. The development of the

garble cross reference table was the major effort in Task 3. The ship call sign

18
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TABLE 3

MCODS4 MESSAGE FILE EDIT PROCESS JOB SET 2

j0--3 PROCEDURE INITIAL RESULT
STEP PROGRAM4 FILE FILE FUNCTION

1 ?PAR, (NI,SEL CLASS[N) CLSSSLNI Partition 1the file between
MPARSEL CLTSS [N I temperatue'sal iicy subsets

2 PPTR,[NI,SSL CLASSEN CLSSS[NIS Correct t ens ocsiticn of
.MPARSSL salinity/old missing Levels

3 PPAR, [ NI ,S101 CLSSS(N I CLSSSMV Remove reference salinity,
IMPARSW fromi variable header

4 SREMOCD G.SSSLNiV CLASS (N]V M!erge fi Les togetner
SORLMRG CLTSS[N]

5 PPAR4,N],TTL CLASS(NIV CLASS[NIT Reidentify oldmisg
2ARTL Temperature Levels

6 PPAR, [N] ,SZZ CLASS[NIT CASS[NIZ Remove mssing profile
NMARS ZZ Reports

7 PPAR, [NI,SM AS(N 17 LASSZ S N IC Remve russing levels

Note: [NI = O(CLASS),l,2,3,4,5(pre-1985),85,86
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TABLE 4

MOGDS4 MESSAGE FILE EDIT PROCESS JOB SET 3

JOB PROCEDURE INPUT RESULT
STEP PROGRAM FILE FILE FUNCTION

1 SRTMOOD CLASS[NIC T=4P [NICY=A Cruise secnaence(CRUZ)

2 MOODIO TELD[N I, CY=A -S~nrnary print

3 ->IECLAS TEMP \1 IC Garble table reame cocess
SORI4RG SHIPREF (FNOC)
XREFSHP XREF TABLE
SORTMRG C-RBL E,'/U-XA-NO,)ASk
XREDUP 1.E= TABLE
-RECT..S TEMP[N],CY=. 'T&4P[qI , CY=-B

4 MOODIO T=[PLN],OY=B -Simmary print

5 MOCDIO TEZVP [N],CY=B T-INP[N],CY=C Standard wekl arbl,-

MOODEXT correction via -rocd 44

6 SR'IMOCD TE4P[(N] ,CY=C =EP[N] ,CY=-D TL'4,'?S .'C 'SHIP (MGEC)
sequence

7 MSGSPL TENP C \1 IY=D MSGAC [N,, Partition file into su~r-ace
TE.M [N] 2, CY=A ARTST, CI.N,/ATiY (JJC(X),/
TEM~P [ 3CY=A T ESA; C (,- K()

8 SRIv!COD MSGAC [N] TEMPC N I, CY=A Count recorts

9 SRT~IOGD TEMP ( N 2, CY=A TUEMP [] N2, CY=B TI/,'RS (MGEO) sequence

10 11,MDUPS TEMP(N12,CY=B MSGHSVS ( 14 Idenitiry and separate duzt-
MSGHSVD(N4) licate reoort sets f-rm

sinales

12 -MODIO MSGHSVD[(N] Print duplicaze recport sets

13 SRT400D T&MP[N]3,CY=A TF-1P(N]3,CY=B rLM,/PCS(MOEO) sequence

14 MOODUPS TEMP[N]3,CY1=B ,0GBDS[N) Identify and seoararem dup-
,mSGBDD[N] licat e reoort sets from

singles

15 MOCDIO NMSGBDD[N] -Print duplicate recort sets
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field in the historical message set contains various processing ancmalies in-

cluding garbles caused by radio transmission noise that resulted in extra, lost

and perverted characters; FNOC 4D format changes, e.g., area of interest code

had been orefixed to the ship call sign cn 11 -Mav 1970; truncated ship name

suobstitution when the call sign was absent or beyond recovery; substitution of

numeric pseudo-ship code and subsequent partial loss of the pseudo-ship cross

reference table, etc.

The garble table was developed using a special version of prcgram MSGSPL

that provided rough tables of prcoosed name reassignment to known valid shin

call signs. Each entry in the rough tables was created when there were multiple

reoort s in the file with exactly the same time and positions. These usually

* resulted frcm delayed or non exact duolicate receipts of these observations on

.AUTCDIN or reentry of a report at FNCC more than 72 hours after it was taKen.

* The rough table derived fron each major subset was processed independently to

remove dunlicate entries while retaining a count of the number of duplicate en-

*tries as a measure of quality. Objective tools were developed to aid in the

largely subjective process of inter- and intra-table canoarison to further

qualify entries for a final garble table. An objective editor called EDIT, a

non-sta-nda-rd CEC product, was embedded in a CCL procedure interface to facili-

tate cccrarisons. Typically a particular letter combination forming part of a

valid ship name would have on the order of 50 cross entries, many of which would

also be crosses to other ship codes or names. As a result, the final table in-

chuded upwards of 30 alternate codes for a single platform. Through a substan-

tial effort, the final garble cross-reference augment table corrected about ten

percent of the ships in the original NWDS4 file set that had previously been
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unid.ntifi ed. Af ter applying the garble table call sign changes, the subsets

were each resequencad boy time/ cos i ion/,ccun try shi, :code ~YB)for input. 1:o

-.roarax, M.SGS_?r. MiS-SL cartiticned each sub~se: in-= -surface >'AC (_ARTST,'CiHM),

..ATHY (JJ;, and TESAC (KT CC( tv.ce subsets. Processing ended atC this taint for

all YS;3AC suoSets. Th-ese MSIc AC retorts are on th-e deliver-y tapes as file2 2.

T'he other- subsets were separatelyv resequenced by tie/ciin(O)for each

:7ajor su'ose:_ and3 individually oassed to0 programn MCIDUS, which identified

duo-licate pairs (SE'IS) and and partitionei each subset- inzto -a singles sub'set: and

a M'1lcioles suabseat.

in tne weekclv MOOCDS correction cycle each multiples subcset requires suo-_

~ec~ived'=-icn to eliminate duplicate pa irings prior to tne NJOB4 step, but

the sheerZ volz~e of duolicative sets in this historical process precluded suon

subjective occesses. Job Set 3A, 'Table 5, was develoed and applied to the

five cre-1985 subsets and the classified subset. It should be noted that this

.rocess -.,as not develoed until af ter the 1985 and 1986 subsets were shipped.

Job Set 3A replaced the usual weekly QUIPS subjective process of elLninating non

exact duolicates with an objective process based on experience with the histor-

ical weekly subjective decisions. Table 6 presents the simplistic interpreta-

tion of certain MOODS Zfield element values used i n this objective decision-

:raking process.

Job Set 4, Table 7, is a rrodified version of the NJOB4 incdule. Job Set 4

recomtbined the TESAC (.KKC() pieces using program MCGMM(. Then program MC-DE3O

ra used to set the MOODS quality flags in the CRUZ and MzEO sequences, com-

::,Ieting the Jocb Set 4 srocess for the 1985 and 1986 subsets. For other subsets

the orzcess Included ---combinina each resultant subset with its corresponding
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TABLE 5

2MOODS4 MESSAGE FILE EDIT PROCESS JOB SET 3A

JOB PROCED-RE INPUT RESULT
STEP PROGRX4l FILE FILE FUNCTION

IPPARSDP,(N],(-TYPE1 MSG(IY-PEItNJ MSGETYPE1[N]C Perf orm subjectiv-e
M2ARSDP MSG(TYPElHN]D cinit process to avoid

dulicates in Job Set 4

Notes: Job Set 3A was not applied to 1985 and 1986 sets.

N=0, 1,2, 3,4,5

TYPE=HSVD ,BSD
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TABLE 6

MOCDS FIELDS USED TO ELILINATE DUPLICATES

Tests ass~e sorted, paired ccmparison of MOODS reports of the same type.

NUIBER In the historical message file the shorter profile is
OF presumed to be the result of objective truncation caused
LEVELS by a problem, and the longer trace is then the result of

subjective cperator correction.

DEPTH FLAG Deselect reoort with depth flag set.

DEPTH PARNM Deselect nre precise depth. The bulk of the historical
CCDE file is in tens of feet. One reort at a precision of

feet does not add significance. Not valid for current
real time file.

PARAM 2 FLAG Deselect reoort with flag set.

BITS PER A measure of roughness. The roughest profile is de-
LEVEL selected, avoiding the large depth jurps associated with
(DEPTH) objective truncation process.

BITS PER A measure of roughness. The roughest profile is de-
LEVEL selected tending to avoid the profile with spike, except(2ND PARAS) that zero bits per level are de-selected.

FPB (VARIABLE De-select report with nre reference values. Assumes
HEADER) that lesser came in later as a correction.
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TABLE 7

MOODS 4 MESSAGE FILE EDITl PROCESS JOB SET 4

JOB PROCEDURE INPUT RESULT

STEP PROGRAM FILE FILE F-'NCTIGN

1 SR'IOOD iMSGHSVD(.11C 'TA Resequence MGE0

2 MCCDKKX =~A TaTB ,T=PC Recomnbin'e TESAC pieces

3 SRTh GCOD T&42B, T-24PC TF4',,PD Resequence shiptre(CRUZ)
SORT%-lRG M4SGBDD [ NIC

MSGBDS([N]

4 MOCDIO TE 4PTD TZE MOODS cruise quality process

5 SR'I4OCD TE1ETEMPF Resequence tiime/lposition
(MGO)

6 MOODIO T -E PF T&4PG MOODS, geo quality,. process

7 SR2MOOD TEM4PG M4)DDSEN]FINAL Tirre/position (0~E) sequence
MSGBDD N ID
,MSGHSVD ( N I D

Note: Each Job 4 Initiated via procedure NJOB4ST/TCGA or UJOB/AS
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subset of duolicate reoorts reroved in the Job Set 3A. Since the JOB3A process

was necessarily objective, the deleted cbservations were retained so that future

subjective cao.arisons might be made.

Job Set 4A, Table 8, applied the newly develcced program NIPARDEP to remove

those observations exhibiting non-increasing depth characteristics. Thos

observations were combined to form file 3 of the shipment. All observations

exhibiting such characteristics predated progran Sl,%KDOD and are reiatad to the

4D format archive.

Job Set 43, Table 9, combined the subsets to form the -re-1985 unclassified

and classified tapes.

MCDS EDTTND.G STA_\TJS

In the description of tasks there are elements that were not done by :his

pro4ect because of the direction NAVOCEANO took in i:TLrenting MCCDS. In Task

1 no comarisons were made between source set 30 and the NCCC files because

NAVOCEAO had decided to include its version of these data in its retrieval sys-

tem and deleted them from MOODS. As it turned out, in the source code 13 data,

connrised of the NCDC SDI file, South African and Japanese data included in

MOODS from hydrocast card images, the redundant NODC SDl portion of the file had

already been deleted as part of the WCDS3 update. As described previously, the

Japanese part has been sent to NCDC. NCDC has arranged to obtain a camlete

update from South Africa, which it will use rather than the older MOODS input

file to update its USD2 file. In Task 2 all MBT's for which CSI could calculate

corrections were reviewed, not just those with corrections greater than .5' C,

and the corrections were applied without regard to hanisphere. This resulted in
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'TABLE 8

MOOS4 ZMESSAGE FILE EDIT PROCESS JOB SET 4A

JOB PROCEDURE INPUT RESULT
STEP PROGRAM. FILE FILE FYJNCTICN

1. PPARDEP MCDS [ N I FINAL MOOJDS [N I FINALGOOXD Ship/time
MPARDEP MODS[N IFINALBAD seque-nce (CRUZ)

2 MOODIO MOCDS[NIFINALBAD - Reports print

TABLE 9

M00054 MESSAGE FILE EDI-T PROCESS JOB SET 43

JOB PROCEDURE INPUT RESULT
STE-1P PROCR;LM FILE FILE FUJNCTION

1. SRICD NMSGA (N ,N=1, 8 5 MAGTAPEI
SCRITiG MlSGAC0 MAGTAPEA Canbine sets to

MAGTAPE1 LIG16AGCrE taoe

2 COPYBF MAGTAPE2 GGOACBTE Form BTE'=E set cn
tane

3 SRThMcCD MOCDS[N]FTNALBAD,N=1,5 MAGTAPE2
SORTNMRG MOODSOFINA3PzkD MAGTAPEB Canbine sets to

MAGTAPE2 LMODS15FrNALBADBTEI taoe

4 COPYBF IMAGTAPEB, MNDSOFINALBADSTE Form BP-E set on
disk

5 SR'ThIGD llODS[NjFINALGOCD,N=1,5 MAGTAPE3CFILEl)
SORIMBR MCCDSOFINALS70CD MAGTAPEC(CFILEl) Ocanbine sets to

,MOODS16AGBT-E MAGTAPE3(FILE2) tape

6 COPYBF MOODSOACBTE MAGTAPEC(CFILE2) Move BT=-E set to
MOOOS15FINALBADBTE MAGTAPE3 (FILE3) tape

7 COPYBF MCOSOFINALBADBTE MAGTAPEC(FILE3) Move BT=-E set to
MAGTAPE3 MAGTAPE4 tape

8 COPYBF (3) MAGTAPE)C MAGTAPED Prepae shipment
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additional corrections to some of the Southern Haisphere reports originally

corrected for our Southern ;4Eisphera Atlas.

In Task 3 the surface only reports were separated out of the KxCDS file into

their own file, and CSI recoirends maintaining them separately or with the sur-

face marine reoorts.

The edits roposed in item 2 of Task 3 were not. erformad because the tests

have evolved into a portion of the near-real time edit sequence that requires

interactive decision making. Since tiis project lacked the resources to select

which of the non exacc duplicates should be saved, the non exacts were :erged

ack in .t.e file after MOOUPS identified them in steos 10 -and 14, as shown

4n Taola 4, with a setting of the non exact duolicate flag based on the cri-

terion in JOB JA. The subjective decisions required will be sinie and easy to

make once QUIPS2 is coerational, so CSI elected not to use this project's re-

sources on the problem. The reports w.ith depths repeated or out of order were

separated out of the IOCDS main file but were sent as file 3 on the update

tapes. These reports likewise will be easy to edit on QUIPS2, so CSI minimized

its efforts on them for this project.

The IGOSS tests were implemented in the near-real time edit sequence in the

steo NCDDS/QUIPS NJOB5. This step was not applied to the historical data set

because it involved e-xtensive subjective work. Again, QUIPS2 may make it pos-

siole to review the historical traces in cruise sets but that is beyond the

oresent caoability.

In this project CSI did not modify any of the IMODS4 QC tests, so that these

reports can be_ xerged with the other source sets and produce a consistent QC

level throughout. .Adicionally, since NAVOCEANO and NCRDA are Lmproving on
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these -W tests, CSI z'elieved --'at continued effort at FNOC in parallel was not

a ocductive use of the project's lLnited resources.

CSI has mtade chaiges :o the MDIZO and NCCDEX Orogras ;during this pro ;-ect

which have been s n, itced to the FNOC source level libraries. The only signi,:i-

cant chance to these porxas that is3 not docum4_-n::d in th.e -Sl-prepar=-c :FNCC

documentati-on are ::he chan-ges to the variable header descrizotion in the YDCDS

Data Description. That 2 cage change was part of this project's progress recort

=2 and is a7::acned to this recor-t before the referenc=2s. The secon-d ch'ange -was

zo orevent MCCDL-O and MIOCDEXT frcrn s.atting :.he intrafilea duilcate flag. This

du;licaze pocess is now acne NODDS'/QUIPS LNJOB1 through NJCS6.

CCNCLUSITONS

This oro-ect marked the first tirne that NCIDC directly 7carticipated in the

MOCCS -ucdace process. The results showed there are data in MYCDS that should

be in che NOC files and an initial effort was made to transfer those data.

\CDC is using the YMCCDS conversion results to edit the USD2 file and is adapt-

* ing sanL-e of tne MYZCDS QC cesting techniques. The result is that the USD2 file,

although the newest now in M.OMS, should be updated again in its entirety wilth-

in a few years.

-Asuming NCDO applies the MBT ICS corrections, the saine applies to the MBT

file since NODC changed the ship narres to NCCC ship codes during the conversion

to UBTr and has eliminated duplicates in this file. NCDC has been given the

XBF source code '3 file and will be inserting it in UBT. Again, when that pro-

cess is caimlete the entire X3M file should be updated.

This pariiainb NOCC is wel-cme and carrendable, and CSI hcoes that it
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will continue as _it is clear that this is only the start of what shculd have

been 'napoening all along.

In Seo:-_ber 1)86 wi-_h the -ini MOCDS update operating, CSI reache a long

term design goal of .O2OS: to keep an up-:o-dace classified and unclassified

.CC.S Stack tace in the NOC coerational center. This achie,;a ent was not

appreciated by eithr .. ;CC nor NAVOCEANO, and it may be several years 'efore

that e';ent is recea-e-d. In the near term neither the Navy's reauirerints nor

:ncse of --e i.v.iian com.nunity will be adequately provided with ccirplete sets

of: =ua. ; controll-d data.
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-~~CiR CODES us SET zu~- US=2171 .ECOPM TY-P.. _____ BIN1ARY :-CRV.AT ______ REFERENCE _______

13j FORMAT LABEL NO UNIVAC 11TC 7~~Y Tj

OCTOBER 3, 19a--

INPUT SKIP 4BITS/ BIAS/
B=-E SITS C 9A R SKIP Nc'r-:s

IReCord Lrc 1: co-muted ___________________

Lt~ Femschere -2 1/2 7 R_1 in 1? PI) S TO 1

-rorna Heiszhere -3 i/33!1~ '10 2 1Rw TO 1

4' 1/23 2' 1_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

5i 1/34i 3

.Z~n~a...6! 1/41k.-

I .

Mn10, 1/49 1 TENTH OF FCUFS CONVEF!TEED Ti 'AIN

4 r~ 14, 1/701

'a f~ parArjetgars 15 C __________________

10. of Levels 16! C.I

17 4

TAP't'z 20i=0

Variable Header ' 21 crinute-d___ _____________

set ccee identifi4r 22'1IRXi

Coutf'-r4 Ccde -24' 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ser. lmcthn 25 2/r-__2__ 3_ _

of Stan:!rd 2~~ 6! 2 /6, 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

De t- 31 34''__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

Coun,3 *elociv 3 41 3+/27' 4 5 N 5,7e'.

3 5!!.

t'?~~~~~~ 6, __________

.- ~ _______________NG

_______________________________ 1.662

(C0tjTINLUED NI'~EX- PAGE) i 'RjJ



rx3L 3 35 DATA
S~T J~~USD2'

VARIABLE Kz.%DER CCGDE

VAIR.
IMAD. IN-PUT SKIP 4#BITS/ B -AS/

_______________BITS BY=- BITS C EAR s:(I ? NO TES

NOC Set Ni=.bar 5. 1 16 1/ _______ ___________I02CConsec ~Z'o~52 12.1/iC) I

1 1:)ric Consec ic.Flaa53n 2 I__ __

F IelId P r esen t Bits' 54 11 ___

_ . '55 2 i/ ~ I19 1 NIANSEN 2=ST-)

56 4 1/69 1_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Ta-57 4 1/321 ___ _____ ____

. ~ 5 1/39 1I_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

S!59 7 1/~ 100 !NETER UNITS I

6 7 1'ui-i in~

Nate'- '~'r~"61 7 11~

63 7 2.

ni, ni n n 64 6 1I

irc-~65 2 54 Q} 1=0. 2=UP, 3=b)CWN

I ~~67 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

T-r 43~ KI 13 3-/13 . 1 ___72 NOT PACXED IF 'ALL

--- A~..2 L/ 2 0'_ 1 73 ]iVE FSA.ME PRF -CTO1,

46. 16 3-V37' 75

~'-~er3 Fa V3+/7 1 1 ~ USED TO BUILD 3-7

D-- th Quali1ty NTum'eric Codes are:

*-- \a1'en retained

6 is subtracted from 7or .3c:iv.inc a *:l±ue o~ i or 2 which

is rmjtjijed by__2 and 1 is ade.if the dez h is thermnometri-ally deter~linel

.~- 1 r ; 2
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